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The GPS



The GPS GNSS (the boring numbers)

§ Launched in the 1970s (GPS), available to the public in the 1980s 

§ Multilateration of Time of Arrival samples

§ Pseudorandom sequences at 1-10 million chips per second

§ Average error on common devices: ~3m



The GNSS - Limitations

§ Synchronization

§ 3 types of information: almanac (12.5 mins to obtain), ephemeris (30 secs to obtain), 

and timing information (6 secs to obtain)

§ Assisted-GNSS can help with the first two 



The GNSS - Limitations

§ Signal quality

§ Many sources of noise: clock synchronization, atmospheric effects, … 

§ Hard to increase signal bandwidth



The GNSS - Limitations

Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spectrum_auction



The GNSS - Limitations

§ Sporadic measurements

§ Minimum latency: 6 seconds

§ Good quality estimates require tracking



The GNSS - Limitations

§ Others

§ Require a specialized set of receiver antennas

§ Do not work underground, poor performance in urban canyons

§ Satellite problems (space debris, solar storms, …)



Alternatives to the GNSS

Source: J. A. del Peral-Rosado, R. Raulefs, J. A. Lopez-Salcedo, and G. Seco-Granados, “Survey of cellular mobile radio localization methods: From 1G to 5G,” 
IEEE Communications Surveys Tutorials, vol. 20, no. 2, pp. 1124–1148, Second quarter 2018. 
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5G – What it is not



5G – Basics

§ Improved <6GHz communications

§ For the first time in Cellular Networks, >24GHz communications (Millimeter Waves)

§ Why the sudden interest?



Source: IEEE Spectrum

Before Millimeter Waves



Source: IEEE Spectrum

Millimeter Waves – A Whole New Problem



Source: T. S. Rappaport, R. W. Heath, R. C. Daniels, and J. N. Murdock, Millimeter Wave Wireless Communications. Prentice Hall, 2014. 

Millimeter Waves – Why do we care?



High attenuation

Obstacle interaction

Massive MIMO

Key Principles - mmWave Propagation



Adds directivity

Electrically Steerable

Spatial-multiplexing

Key Principles - Beamforming
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Existing mmWave Outdoor Positioning

§ Time/Distance algorithms – unreliable NLOS observations

§ Fingerprint algorithms – multiple anchors required

No existing versatile NLOS method!



Proposed mmWave Outdoor Positioning

§ Known information – mostly immutable obstacles

§ Consequence – the received power delay profile from a given codebook entry

should remain roughly constant, for each position

We can gather information from the power delay profile, and use 
beamforming to increate its spatial resolution: beamformed fingerprints



Beamformed Fingerprints



Beamformed Fingerprints - Analogy

§ mmWaves: reflections

§ Beamforming: angular specificity

§ Sampling wrt time: distance information 



Proposed mmWave Outdoor Positioning

§ Known information – mostly immutable obstacles

§ Consequence – the received power delay profile from a given codebook entry

should remain roughly constant, for each position

We can gather information from the power delay profile, and use 
beamforming to increate its spatial resolution: beamformed fingerprints



Proposed System



First Approach

§ Apply an MLP

§ Not very impressive (average error = 10 m)

§ Back to the drawing board…



Anatomy of Beamformed Fingerprints (BFF)



Convolutional Neural Networks

§ Straightforward solution for 
image-like data

§ Captures information from
short sequences within each
sample

§ However, does not embody
the spatial structure of the
problem



mmWave Outdoor Spatial Structure

§ Adjacency – adjacent positions are expected to have similar input signals

§ Discontinuities – with mmWaves, there will be noticeable discontinuities over the area

§ Proposed solution: hierarchical model



Hierarchical Convolutional Neural Networks

§ One classification model and K 
regression models, one per 
considered sub-area

§ sub-areas distinguisheable
through discontinuities

§ The selected regression model
is speciallized in its sub-area
allowing the complete model 
to better distinguish adjacent 
positions



Simulation Apparatus

§ Transmitter antenna parameters inherited 
from experimental measurements at NYU

§ 28 GHz carrier frequency

§ Ray-tracing on an accurate 3D map

§ Codebook size: 32 elements covering a 
166º arc (10.9º HPBW)

§ 400x400m area, 1m between samples

§ Input data per BFF: 4.1𝜇s @ 20 MHz, 
totaling 2624 data points per sample



Cumulative Histogram
For 𝝈 = 𝟔 dB, K= 𝟔4,     
Binary Data

§ Average error: 4.73 m

§ 95th percentile: 13.4 m

§ RMSE: 19.7 m (state-of-the-art* 
was 35 m)

* V. Savic et al., “Fingerprinting-based 

positioning in distributed massive MIMO 

systems”, VTC 2015-Fall



Average Error per Position

For 𝝈 = 𝟔 dB, K= 𝟔4, Binary Data

§ Can return an estimate whenever
there is mmWave coverage

§ NLOS is not a constraint

§ Single Base Station

§ No additional hardware
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Why Tracking?

§ Physical Constraints – physical objects have limited velocity and acceleration

§ Human-made Constraints – e.g. traffic rules, space segmentation…

§ Signal Robustness – multiple samples give robustness against noisy spikes

§ Can we do it? Each BFF sample requires << 1 ms to obtain



LSTMs

§ Bread and butter Recurrent
Model

§ Should be able to keep short-
term information (e.g. speed, 
direction)

§ Gating helps keeping the 
estimate in perspective (e.g. 
movement type)



Temporal Convolution Networks

§ Convolutions in the time-
domain are well known to 
signal processing (e.g. 
WaveNet)

§ Dilated convolutions increase
the scope with manageable
complexity

§ Residual connections help
stabilize the network 



Added Apparatus

§ 3 types of synthetic movement bundled 
together: static users, pedestrians, and 
vehicles

§ 1 BFF per second



LSTMs vs TCNs

For 𝝈 = 𝟔 dB, Binary Data

§ TCNs get better performance 
than LSTMs

§ For TCNs, no observable 
benefit after 7 sequences



Cumulative Histogram
For 𝝈 = 𝟔 dB, TCNs with 𝐌 = 𝟕, 
Binary Data

§ Average error: 2.05 m (was 4.73) 

§ 95th percentile: 4.69 m (was 13.4)

§ RMSE: 3.64 m (was 19.7, previous
state-of-the-art* was 35 m)

* V. Savic et al., “Fingerprinting-based positioning 

in distributed massive MIMO systems”, VTC 

2015-Fall



Average Error per Position



Determining Questions

§ Why would I use this instead of GNSS?

§ Does it work in practice?



Better Than GNSS?

Missing Piece: Energy
Consumption

§ Sampling

§ Transmitting sampled data

§ (Receiving Position Fix)



Better Than GNSS?

Missing Piece: Energy
Consumption

§ Sampling

§ Running inference

§ (Downloading the ML model)



Putting the Numbers in Perspective



Does it work?
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Conclusions (Project-Specific)

§ mmWaves bring new challenges, but also new possibilities

§ Beamforming can aid positioning, by increasing the spatial resolution

§ state-of-the-art performance in mmWave outdoor NLOS positioning was achieved

through a single anchor method

§ Most notably, GNSS-like performance at a fraction of the cost



Conclusions (ML Projects)

§ A naive ML approach got unimpressive results – don’t expect magic from a black box 

approach

§ Subsequent architecture enhancements were guided by domain knowledge – the

problem expert can help you set appropriate priors



Thanks!

Email: joao.gante@tecnico.ulisboa.pt 

https://github.com/gante/
mmWave-localization-learning

https://github.com/gante/mmWave-localization-learning
https://github.com/gante/mmWave-localization-learning

